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Abstract 

 

Background  

No explicit research has been done on what the role of rarity of diseases is in society’s WTP, while 

often a lot of (media) attention is drawn to negative reimbursement decisions. This attention implies 

there is a social opinion on the value of this type of care. 

Objective   

This thesis aimed to investigate whether there is a difference in willingness to pay (WTP) in the 

Netherlands for rare diseases and non-rare diseases (common and frequent occurring). This was done 

in a societal perspective.  

Methods  

Respondents valued different hypothetical treatments resulting in health changes by means of a 

contingent valuation survey. The health changes varied in terms of rarity of the disease to obtain the 

WTP for rarer and more frequently occurring diseases. The WTP as an increase in the monthly basic 

health insurance was obtained using a two-step elicitation procedure. 

Results  

150 respondents participated in the study. The mean WTP per QALY differed from €769,776 per QALY 

for rare diseases, to €38,889 per QALY for common diseases and €5,437 per QALY for frequent 

occurring diseases. Raw mean WTP’s per treatment per month are €8.30; €8.74 and €11.34 respectively. 

These differences are significant. Regression analyses showed that there is a significant relationship 

between WTP, age and living in the Randstad (big cities). Given information on available alternative 

treatments for diseases is not of significant influence in the scenarios rare and common, but is significant 

for frequent occurring diseases. 

Conclusion  

This first exploration on what the effect of rarity is on the WTP for a QALY in society results in a 

higher WTP per QALY for rare diseases than for common and frequent occurring diseases. The 

influence of rarity on WTP may be further investigated in future research. 

  

Keywords: WTP, QALY, Social Perspective, rarity, rare diseases, cost-effectiveness, ICER threshold, 

decision-making, HTA 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

To support decision-making around the implementation of new interventions within healthcare, policy-

makers often request economic evaluations (Ryen & Svensson, 2014). The main goal of the decision-

making is typically to maximize the population’s health from a certain budget. Economic evaluations 

enable researchers to gain insights in finding optimal allocations. These evaluations have therefore 

become important, because the health care budget is limited and consequently health care interventions 

cannot all be implemented. This ultimately comes down to deciding how and which resources should 

be allocated (Drummond, 2005). 

In recent years, the most common-used economic evaluations have been cost-effectiveness 

analyses (CEA) and its sub-form, cost-utility analyses (CUA) (Bobinac, 2012). Often in CUAs, the 

Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio (ICER) is calculated with Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) 

as the primary outcome measure (Ryen, 2014). The advantage of QALYs is that the benefits are 

comparable amongst each other, and they combine length together with quality in one measure. The 

value of a QALY can lie between ‘zero’ (death) and ‘one’ (perfect health)1. As a result, it is easier to 

compare alternatives based on QALYs with different health effects rather than natural effects- as used 

in CEA, especially since the alternatives have the same outcome measure (Weinstein et al, 2009).  

When using the QALY in economic evaluations, the ICER is calculated for comparison. This 

ICER represents the amount of costs per QALY gained of an intervention relative to an existing 

comparator. Interventions with the lowest cost per QALY under a certain value, which serves as a 

threshold, would be labelled as cost-effective (Evans et al., 2004). For CEA to be a proper decision-

making tool, it has to have this threshold value for the systematic and worldwide criterium of decision 

making will drop otherwise and decisions will lack empirical foundation (Ryan et al., 2004; Ghandjour, 

2020). Since its implementation, there has been much debate on the implicit and explicit cost-

effectiveness threshold, but there is (still) no consensus on how high the threshold should be or what it 

should be based on (Claxton et al, 2010; Bennett et al, 2018). In short, the decision rule would look like 

the following: (cost differential / outcome differential) < threshold.  

Seeing that there is no consensus, the threshold does not have one value: They differ per country 

and are based on different elements. For example, thresholds in Sweden and the Netherlands are based 

on severity but differ between €80,000 - €135,000 and €20,000 and €80,000 respectively (Svensson et 

al., 2015; Versteegh et al, 2019). England maintains a threshold of £20,000- £30,000 (Rawlins& Culyer, 

2004). However, even though based on certain aspects of diseases, some find that these thresholds still 

lack empirical foundations (Cameron et al., 2018; Ghandjour, 2020), which is why it is needed to 

 
1 Negative QALYs also exist, indicating a health state which is worse than death, but this will not be taken into 

account in this thesis. 
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investigate the monetary value of QALYs (Ryan et al., 2004). Possible ways to set the threshold are 

exhausting a certain budget, or reviewing decisions on previous cost-effective interventions (Mccabe et 

al, 2008). Another frequently used method is the maximum willingness to pay (WTP) for a QALY 

(Robinson et al., 2013). WTP is often used in contingent valuation (CV) studies and presents 

respondents with hypothetical scenarios on a specific intervention (or even health care program) with 

the goal to evaluate this intervention. To give valuation to the intervention or program that is not on the 

market yet, a (representative) sample of society is asked what maximum it is willing to pay. Hence, 

respondents have to think about what they would be willing to sacrifice of their own income to have 

benefits of a health plan, if it were available (Drummond et al, 2005; Quevedo et al, 2009). This leads 

to a direct monetary valuation.  

Different sorts of research on which phase of the disease people are in have been conducted, 

but been given different values (Ryen et al., 2014; Pennington et al., 2015; Eichler et al., 2004). 

Likewise, on WTP for the severity of the disease within the Netherlands specifically (Versteegh et al, 

2019). However, it remains difficult to find one specific value of a QALY. There is evidence showing 

non-consistency in the WTP for a QALY, depending on size, duration but also type of health gain 

(Smith and Richardson, 2005; Appleby, 2007; Pinto Prades et al., 2009). This means the valuation of 

QALYs need to be taken into consideration. Whenever a disease has multiple aspects that a QALY is 

based on, or aspects that a threshold might not be based on, it becomes complicated due to the absence 

of specific guidelines (Mccabe et al., 2008). A category of diseases that can find hinder on the current 

valuation of QALYs and the threshold, is rare diseases2. In past research was concluded that no 

European consensus has been made on how interventions (Orphan Medicinal Products, otherwise 

known as OMP3) should be valued and how inequalities of access to these treatments (OMPs) have 

previously been observed. Ultimately, this leads to relatively scarce knowledge of the valuation of rare 

diseases and therefore potentially suboptimal allocations (Guttierez et al, 2015). 

Extra difficulties for rare diseases come with the definition, differing per region: In the 

Netherlands, where this study will be focused on, a disease is called rare when affecting no more than 

5 in 10,000 people (Mccabe et al., 2008). Amongst rare diseases are conditions that can be “severe, 

chronic, progressive and also life-threatening, with multiple medical, psychological and social 

consequences” (Nivel, 2003). Apart from their definitions, interventions for rare diseases could differ 

in quality in the clinical trials. This is mostly due to the small number of individuals suffering from 

these diseases, especially when compared to more common diseases. (Drummond et al., 2007; Richter 

et al., 2015).  Consequently, in the Netherlands, the societal policy-making might have limitations in 

the validation. Still, no explicit research has been done on the societal WTP for rare diseases, while 

 
2 Richter et al. found in their study in 2015 that terms such as ‘rare disease’ and ‘orphan disease’ (or drugs) are 

used interchangeably, so that will happen as well in this thesis 
3 Orphan drugs 
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often a lot of (media) attention is drawn to negative reimbursement decisions. Ultimately, this attention 

implies there is a (social) opinion on the value of this type of care. 

To summarize: it is difficult to find one specific value of a QALY and there is evidence 

showing non-consistency in the WTP for a QALY. Nonetheless, present WTP studies are attempting 

to make this more measurable. Especially within rare diseases there might be a need for outcomes of 

this topic. This is what makes these types of diseases interesting for this study. Not only because there 

has not been done a societal valuation research within the scope of WTP, but also because there is no 

consensus on how to value rarity. Because of ongoing innovations, what is considered as an orphan 

disease changes and therefore the amount of identified rare indications will increase substantially 

(Orphanet, 2019). It is also estimated this amount will rise to approximately 303 new diseases each 

year (Aitken & Kleinrock, 2017). Worldwide, it is estimated that rare diseases combined affect 

approximately 400 million people (WHO, 2021). Also, the number of orphan drugs is expected to 

increase in the future, especially considering the interest that has been awoken in the orphan drug 

market, mainly due to the Orphan Drug Act (Wellmann & Zhou, 2010; Joppi et al, 2013;)4. This is 

what makes it extra crucial to have more insights on the differences in valuation of rare and non-rare 

diseases.  

This thesis can therefore contribute to the first findings of societal valuation of rarity of diseases 

within the Netherlands. For example, if (multiple) studies imply that people are willing to pay more for 

rare diseases, an adjustment in the policy can be made for rare diseases since it is currently only set for 

the severity of the disease. The social values may be particularly informative in the context of 

collectively funded healthcare systems, which is the way the Dutch healthcare is being funded.  

The aim of this thesis is to find out what role the rarity of the disease plays within the 

willingness to pay. Hence, the research question will be as follows: 

“How is the WTP for a healthcare intervention affected by the rarity of the disease that is treated?” 

There is currently no consensus on valuation of interventions in rare diseases. Prices are higher, but are 

people willing to pay more for a disease that does not occur very often? Research into the influence of 

rarity of diseases on the WTP can give some first ideas on how consensus can be made. In this study, a 

questionnaire will be made and held amongst the general Dutch population to assess what rarity of a 

disease does to the WTP where different scenarios come to the surface. The WTP of rare, common and 

frequent diseases are compared to one another.  

 
4 The Orphan Drug Act, implemented in 1999 in the EU, is a law providing financial incentives for pharmaceutical 

companies to develop drugs for rare diseases. For precise information on what the incentives are, you can find 

more information on the website of the EMA (see references) 
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The construction of this Master Thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 provides a theoretical framework on 

previous research on WTP-studies, decision-making in the Netherlands and the effect of the use of 

different perspectives in these types of studies. Chapter 3 is a description of how data was collected and 

the analyses used to look at the given data. In chapter 4, the results of the WTP scenarios are given 

together with some sub-analyses and, finally, chapter 5 concludes with a discussion of the results and 

possible limitations. This chapter will be closed with recommendations for future research.  
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Chapter 2 Theoretical framework 

 

2.1 Dutch decision making  

As briefly touched upon in the introduction, current decision making in health care is often based on 

HTA, where economic evaluation is a part of. The difference in threshold values in the Netherlands is 

based on the severity. The severity lies between 0 and 1; these values are based on the proportion of 

normal Quality Adjusted Life Expectancy (QALE) lost due to the disease at hand (Van de Wetering et 

al., 2013). The first threshold, €20,000 per QALY is for a severity between 0.1 and 0.4; €50,000 for a 

severity between 0.41 and 0.7; €80,000 for a severity between 0.71 and 1 (Zwaap et al., 2015). In 

practice, these thresholds are more used as a reference guide for the discussion on cost-effectiveness, 

which means some drug will be implemented even though they are not considered cost-effective 

(Franken et al, 2015). By comparing the ICER of a treatment with the threshold it can be assessed 

whether the health gains of a new intervention are better than the effects of other interventions in the 

healthcare system, in order to compensate for these additional costs. However, in the decision making 

for cost-effectiveness, the impact of disease rarity on data uncertainty is not taken into consideration 

(Blonda et al., 2019). Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) has since been introduced. This 

incorporates a (flexible) set of value factors and involves perspectives of multiple stakeholders in 

valuation of the drug meaning multiple criteria are involved. Therefore, decision-making should be 

made ‘easier’ (Marsch et al., 2018). Nevertheless, Schey et al. assessed preferences for criteria in 

MCDA, where they found that respondents agreed on the importance of criteria captured in the ‘regular’ 

HTA. Moreover, they found that several disease-related and drug-related criteria should be included in 

the MCDA for the assessment of orphan drugs, since this is currently lacking. Other research shows 

that its successful implementation relies on decision-makers’ openness toward transparency and a 

pragmatic approach, while allowing the flexibility for continuous improvement (Baran-Kooiker et al., 

2018). This gives some criticism on the implementation. That is why there is still ongoing research on 

how to optimize the MCDA (Marsch et al., 2018). Since this study is only the first exploration what the 

general public is willing to pay on this subject, whatever this entails for cost-effectiveness and further 

steps are not taken into consideration.  

Currently, standard economic evaluations treat the orphan diseases/drugs equal to non-orphan 

diseases/drugs. Although many countries across the world have implemented specific legislation to 

stimulate the development of orphan drugs, the standards for regulatory approval of orphan drugs are 

still the same as those for other drugs (Wästfelt et al., 2006).  
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2.2 Concept of rarity 

The aim of this study is to find out if the monetary valuation of a QALY varies with the rarity of the 

disease that is treated. As mentioned earlier in the introduction, rarity does not have one definition, but 

it depends on jurisdictions whether or not a disease is called rare (Mccabe et al., 2005). In most 

European countries, a disease is rare when affecting less than 1 in 2.000 individuals (Medic et al., 2016). 

However, in the United States there have to be less than 200.000 individuals overall affected 

(Jayasundara, 2017).  In this study, the current European guidelines for rarity will be implemented since 

the focus of the study is the Dutch population, where these guidelines are indicated. Rare diseases are 

often genetic, chronic and progressive (Nguengang Wakap et al., 2020). Within rarity are also diseases 

neglected by doctors taken into account, but the term in this thesis mostly focuses on diseases that affect 

small numbers of individuals, where patients have a severe condition (Aronson et al., 2006). One other 

factor that is of importance in this study concerning rarity, is the lack of treatments or even, whenever 

a treatment is available, alternatives for treatments (Medic et al., 2016). This is mostly due to the sample 

size of patients in studies, where the sizes are not big enough to actually effectively hold clinical trials 

(Richter et al., 2015). Besides this, because there is so little knowledge on the course and treatment 

effects of the natural development of the disease, identification and measurement of these treatment 

effects are also hampered (Philips, 2013; Wastfelt et al., 2006). Whenever treatments are available 

(which is increasing), the lives of thousands of patients are being improved. This ultimately means it is 

important to keep developing orphan drugs (Richter et al, 2015). 

 

2.3 Previous literature on Willingness-to-pay 

There are different ways to measure the Willingness-to-pay. Often used are a stated preference (SP) 

study or a revealed preference (RP) study (Ryen & Svenssion, 2014). Within SP studies, hypothetical 

scenarios together with (possibly hypothetical) alternatives are described, and these scenarios are 

flexible. It is also more based on what people say than what they would do in real choices, what is 

typical for RP. Within SP, contingent valuation (CV) is a frequent used method, where WTP-

questionnaires are often implemented (Khan et al., 2014; Ginsburgh, 2017). A different option could be 

a discrete choice experiment. In this study the use will be made of WTP in a contingent valuation form 

especially since different literature also made use of this CV form (for example Gyrd-Hansen, 2003; 

Bobinac et al., 2010; King et al., 2005). As mentioned in the introduction, a hypothetical market is 

created through which the attitude of the respondent can be measured (Smith, 2003). Five basic forms 

of a contingent valuation can be distinguished: open-ended, bidding game, payment scales, discrete-

choice experiment and a discrete-choice with follow-up (Klose 1998 & Smith 2000). In this study, the 

use of payment-scales and open-ended questions will be used, followed by an open-ended WTP (see 

Chapter 3 Methods). Since no explicit studies have been done on the influence of rarity on WTP, some 
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other known WTP-studies will be discussed below. Through the text is incorporated what that could 

entail for rare diseases, a hypothesis on the influence of rarity will be given at the end.  

 

2.3.1 Perspectives  

The used perspective in the study is of importance, since it could give different outcomes (Claxton et 

al, 2010). Three often used perspectives are the individual perspective, the societal perspective and the 

socially-inclusive perspective. The individual perspective shows how much an individual is willing to 

give up to improve their own health (Dolan et al., 2003). The societal perspective shows what an 

individual is willing to pay for the health of someone else- with the chance they affect health gain within 

the entire society as well-without any self-interest (Bobinac, 2012). Here, there is usually a collectively 

healthcare system funded by all members of society (such as the NHS) (Dolan et el., 2003). The socially 

inclusive individual perspective (SII) is basically a combination of individual’s self-interest as well as 

the concern for others, so individuals may be affected themselves as well. This perspective fits for 

example well with the context of a social insurance system, based on solidarity (Bobinac, 2012). Social 

valuations may be lower or higher than individual valuations: lower because an individual may be 

willing to pay much more for themselves but not always for another. It could be higher, for instance, 

when equity is taken into consideration and society is willing to pay more for health improvements in 

certain groups (in this case people with a rare disease whether it be children or adults) than individual 

budgets of these patients would allow (Smith, 2005).  

Furthermore, individual values are expected to differ much more that societal values for the 

QALYs: for example, in relation to end-of-life treatments (Olsen et al., 2004). Here, individual 

valuations may be high because of diminishing marginal utility of income. It could also be the case, on 

the basis of equity considerations, that society is willing to pay more for health improvements in certain 

groups (e.g., severely ill children) than individual budgets of these patients would allow (Bobinac, 

2012). If this theory is applied to rare diseases, which are often severe and amongst children, the societal 

perspective would be preferable and therefore used in this study.  Within healthcare however, most 

researchers have to date focused on finding WTP values from the individual perspective and not from 

a social perspective (King et al., 2005; Gyrd-Hansen et al., 2003; Bobinac et al., 2010). Because this 

study focuses on rare diseases and therefore not many people will actually endure the disease burden, 

it is crucial not to focus on potential treatment for respondents themselves, but on broader objectives 

(which will avoid influence of coping and adaptation in valuations) (Gyrd-Hansen, 2003; Olsen et al., 

2004). This automatically excludes the individual perspective as the right perspective for this study. 

Since the Dutch insurance system is based on solidarity, you would expect the socially-inclusive 

perspective to be the right perspective. The downfall to this perspective would be that respondents will 

have to be part of the patient population. What is of importance in this study is the rarity, entailing as 
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mentioned above that the respondents will not actually endure the disease burden and thus not be part 

of the patient population. Therefore, a complete social perspective is used in this study.  

Within these perspectives, there is also the option to choose between an ex-ante and an ex-post 

perspective. The difference is that in an ex-ante perspective, there is an uncertainty: the disease is not 

yet present and in ex post, the disease has already come to expression, where there is no component of 

risk anymore (Van der Star & Van den Berg, 2011). 

2.3.2 Quality of Life and Life Extension 

Mason et al. (2008) did an empirical review on early WTP studies, where they found that the type of 

QALY influences the Willingness-to-pay. For example, life-extending QALYs are valued higher than 

Quality-of-life (QoL) QALYs (Ryan et al, 2014).  Often in rare diseases, there is no treatment available 

yet, which means the goal is to extend lives as much as possible rather than curing patients (NIVEL, 

2003). If the above-mentioned statements are joined together, it would be likely that QALYs for rare 

diseases are higher valued than non-rare diseases, due to the lack of treatments. Severity also plays a 

positive role in the WTP (Versteegh et al., 2019; Svensson, 2015), meaning orphan drugs could be 

valued higher since they are more often more severe than non-rare diseases. Pinto-Prades and colleagues 

found a higher value of QALY gain for patients at the end-of-life than those of temporary health 

conditions, so again it can be concluded that the severity is involved in the valuation (2015). Also, 

Pinto-Prades found that QoL improving treatments in the end-of-life were valued higher than life-

extending end-of-life treatments. So, a conclusion might be made that the consideration QoL or LE also 

depends on the phase in life that patients are in. 

Jayasundara and colleagues did a study in 2017 concerning the cost-effectiveness in rare 

diseases (cancers). They state that the uncertainty around the cost-effectiveness of orphan drugs is larger 

than regular drugs, as is it harder to apply (standard) economic techniques. Because of a small patient 

population, costs made in the research and development phase need to be covered by a significant small 

group; especially compared to ‘regular’ drugs. This will result in higher costs per patient. Because some 

types of interventions are reimbursed, the expectation is that the willingness to pay is also higher, but 

that has not explicitly been researched. Medic et al (2016) have conducted a study in multiple countries 

(France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom), where their conclusion is that 

payers value rarity in pricing. However, since this study was about price setting, they would be a step 

further than the WTP measurement. But, if payers value rarity in pricing, the hypothesis could be made 

that the WTP for rarity would also be higher.  

2.3.3 Equity 

In his literary review in 2014, Koonal Shah found that the NHS has equity objectives, such as improving 

health for the poorest fastest, or for the sickest fastest.  Even the sacrifice of health gains in order to 

achieve a more equitable health distribution is in order (Koonah Shah, 2014). However, equity 
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objectives are not only present in the NHS, they are present in each country that incorporates HTA. In 

this case, we can trace the subgroups back to the group that has a rare disease through characteristics of 

diseases.  

Another study was done on valuing QALYs in relation to equity considerations (via a discrete 

choice experiment) in 2014 where was found that a considerable proportion of the public was willing 

to pay more per QALY for severe diseases. However, they found that the age of the patients had no 

impact on the WTP (Van de Wetering et al., 2014). This is controversial, since earlier research has 

shown that the ages of the patient is also of influence on equity basis, possibly even more than the 

influence of severity of disease (Dolan & Tsuchiya, 2005; Stolk et al, 2005; Olsen, 2013). A possible 

explanation could be that the weights based on absolute shortfall in different countries is not the same. 

For example: Norway implicitly prioritizes younger over older patients, and, conversely, the weights 

based on proportional shortfall in the Netherlands and end-of-life considerations in England may 

implicitly prioritize older over younger patients (Reckers-Droog, 2021). Since rare diseases are often 

linked to young patients, this could either take a positive turn for the WTP on rare diseases as well as 

negative, depending on the country. There is no consensus on what is socially acceptable on diverging 

from the QALY maximization rule and therefore important to keep researching this topic (2021).  Some 

evidence of support is found for giving priority to the patient with shorter remaining life expectancy. 

Substantial preference for quality-of life improvement over life extension was observed, which would 

entail that the people would be willing to pay less for rare diseases (based on the QoL/ LE section) 

(Reckers-Droog, 2021). Because there is contradiction in the literature, the hypothesis for rare diseases 

could go either way and therefore, more research is needed.  

Gyrd-Hansen and colleagues researched a social valuation of health changes in Denmark in 

2002. In their study, the main conclusion was that the public has a strong inclination to give priority to 

those in a more severe health state provided their expected benefits are large enough to bring them to 

the health level where their rival patients are without treatment. In here, relieving patients of extreme 

problems are valued higher than relieving minor ailments (Gyrd-Hansen, 2002). As clarified with the 

definition of rarity, these diseases are often more severe than more common diseases as well as not 

treatable. This would entail that, if we would incorporate the literature into this study, treatments for 

patients with rare diseases would be valued higher than the more common diseases. However, he states 

that social values are not solely a function of the incremental changes in health and suggests that 

individual QALY gains cannot be directly interpreted as a measure of social value, so that has to be 

taken into account (Gyrd-Hansen, 2002).  

2.3.4 Altruism 

Following on the part of equity is altruism. This is especially important in this study, since it is highly 

unlikely respondents will develop a rare disease themselves. This due to the definition of rarity, which 
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includes genetics and the expression at a young age (Nguengang Wakap et al., 2020). Not many 

(empirical) studies have been done thus far concerning altruistic preferences concerning health care., 

but some WTP studies have been done with the societal perspective in general, which might be linked 

to altruism in health care.  

Existing evidence has shown that other’s people health does matter to individuals, which 

ultimately means that altruism exists in healthcare (Jacobsson et al., 2005). In Sweden- together with 

support of the population through contributions, campaigns and fundraisers- the cancer society finances 

75% of Swedish cancer research project. Though cancer is a frequent occurring disease, lots of cancers 

are still unknown and therefore can also be rare. Jacobsson also states that the preferences for altruism 

are relatively higher for severe health states compared to preferences for ‘selfishness’. This means that 

when the severity of the disease increased, the relative increase was also higher concerning attention 

for others than for themselves. Through this conclusion, a link could be made between altruism and 

equity. Jacobsson also advised more attention and resources towards severe health states compared to 

the milder ones, which would entail that towards rare diseases, especially because of the severity of 

these conditions.  

As concluded in the previous section, severely ill people are favored to allocate resources for. 

If we apply this theory to rare diseases, these patients would be favored since rare diseases often have 

a high severity. However, if the comparator would be a drug for a frequent occurring severe disease, 

this could entail that the WTP for rare diseases would be lower. Therefore, it is of importance to look 

further than severity alone, due to the different expressions and situations severity can be in. Although 

the QALY estimate only incorporates the change in health status and the duration of the effect, there is 

evidence to suggest that initial health state prior to intervention has significant impact on the overall 

valuation of a health care program (Gyrd-Hansen, 2004). This would entail that people who are worse-

off, which people with rare diseases mostly are, the impact of the valuation would be more significant. 

For example: Lin et al. (2017) used open-ended format to estimate to WTP for newborn screening test 

for spinal muscular atrophy which showed that people expressed a willingness to pay for spinal 

muscular atrophy screening even without an available therapy (median: $142; mean: $253). Willingness 

to pay however increased with treatment availability and respondent income (Frew et al, 2004; Lin et 

al, 2017). 

In a different study, the difference between private WTP and altruistic WTP was measured. 

They found that the mean value for a private WTP was higher than the mean value for an altruistic 

WTP. However, in their study they also found that the more severe the disease was the higher the WTP 

became, even when the scenario was altruistic (Javan-Noughabi et al., 2017). So, it might be concluded 

that altruism is valued less than own health gain, but severity in combination with altruism will increase 

a WTP. They also researched what determinants were of influence on the altruistic WTP and tested that 
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the monthly income of respondents is of significant influence, that is in all different health states. Since 

they conducted their research in different health states, they also concluded sex is of influence in some 

health states (Javan-Noughabi et al., 2017). 

2.3.5 Risk-aversion  

A different subject that could have influence on the WTP is risk-aversion. If rarity goes up, the risk of 

people getting the disease will go down. Especially since patients mostly get rare diseases at a very 

young age, there is a relatively small chance of respondents getting this disease and therefore have little 

risk. So, risk-aversion and rarity are at complete opposite with each other: people want to pay more in 

order to get the treatment, but the risk is not there for themselves in this study. That is why the WTP 

could go down in this study. An example here is Covid-19. In 2020, when there was a break out through 

the entire world, there was little to no knowledge about this disease. Consequently, in a way you can 

say that when you are less risk averse, and if you know you are not much at risk for a disease, a lot of 

people are less altruistic (in this example due to violating the social distancing rule or stay-at-home- 

order) (Kluwe et al., 2021). You can also lead this back to rare diseases: if there are so few people 

having a rare disease, respondents might be less inclined to pay for this disease.  

If a disease is frequent occurring, you see that people who are more risk averse, and people who 

perceive a greater health risk are generally more likely to be willing to pay (and/ or willing to pay more) 

for a given reduction in that risk (Hunter et al., 2012). Alternatively, if this is turned around and it is 

taken from the perspective of individuals who do not perceive the health risk, they probably will be less 

inclined to pay for reduction of the risk. Again, this would entail people being less inclined WTP for 

risk reduction in rare diseases.  

2.3.6 Background variables  

Aizuddin et al. did a literary review on factors that influence WTP and found that significant factors are 

age, education, income, household size and living in rural/ urban areas (2012). In this study, these 

background characteristics will also be taken into account. Different studies have done research on the 

WTP and in most of them, these background characteristics were taken into account (Bobinac, 2012; 

Van de Wetering, 2016). Xiong et al did research in China what factors positively influenced the WTP 

on ecological environment. In a way, this can be connected to altruism, since the effect of ecological 

environment goes beyond self-interest. The factors that significantly influence their WTP include the 

educational background, work type, residential location (2021). The past year, research has been done 

concerning the WTP for Covid vaccines (Harapan, 2020; Catma 2021, Qin, 2021; Cerda & Garcia, 

2021), where they conclude that men have a higher WTP than women. This will be copied into this 

study. 
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2.3.7 Rarity 

Based on the previous sections, a hypothetical theory can be made on what the influence of rarity on 

WTP would be. Out of these previous studies, together with some characteristics of rare diseases, it 

could be suggested that valuation of rare diseases would be higher than more common diseases, but this 

has never explicitly been researched. However, the weight people lie on valuing equity and/ or 

frequency, it could also be that people value rare diseases lower than more frequent occurring diseases.  

What is also researched is that the higher the price, the lower the WTP for the intervention (Wolff, 

2020). Of course, the costs of orphan drugs are much higher than for non-orphan drugs due, amongst 

others, to the fact of low number of patients. Even though this study was done on shellfish quality and 

environmental conditions, a link could still be made to the rare diseases where people are not willing to 

pay for something that is extremely expensive (let alone that they do not have to use).  

Study would be a first step in exploring the differences between the WTP of common diseases or the 

rarer diseases and if this hypothesis would be true. Below, a table with elements influencing the WTP 

is made together with what that would entail for the influence of the rarity on the WTP. 

 

Factor Influencing 

WTP 

Influencing 

Rarity 

Explanation 

QoL / Life 

extension 

+/ - +/- Since not many treatments for life improvement are 

available within rare diseases, the main goal is life 

extension. Since there is a greater WTP for life 

extension than QoL, this would mean rarity has a 

positive influence on the WTP. 

Equity + + Rare diseases are harder to treat and there is often no 

treatment (as said before). With the equity principle, 

people are more willing to invest in these diseases to 

give patients an equal chance. 

Altruism + + Respondents will not likely endure the disease burden in 

the future if not already, since rare diseases express at a 

young age. Altruism is present in health care, so 

respondents will be likely to pay for financing of 

treatment (if the treatment is present). 

Risk-

Aversion  

+  - Risk-averse people are more willing to pay. However, 

rare diseases are not frequent occurring so there is less 

risk. Therefore, people maybe not willing to pay for 

these diseases. 

Table 1 Possible factors influencing WTP on rarity 
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The following hypothesis would be tested for this study: 

H0: The impact of rarity of diseases on the WTP = 0. 

H1: Rarity of diseases has an impact on the WTP.  
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

 

This chapter describes the methods that are applied in this thesis. The main objective is to measure the 

differences in Willingness to Pay for a QALY in rarity of diseases. As mentioned in the theoretical 

framework, rarity is defined as: “uncommon and serious conditions which are defined (…) as life-

threatening or chronically debilitating conditions with a prevalence of no more than five in 10.000 

people”. Furthermore, within rare diseases there is a high level of unmet need, due to no or a limited 

choice of therapeutic options (Medic et al, 2016). These aspects formed the basis of this research.  

A contingent valuation (CV) amongst a sample of the Dutch population was performed to reveal 

the WTP for a QALY based on different scenarios with specific characteristics. In the scenario’s, 

hypothetical changes in health are described as being the effect of healthcare interventions. The diseases 

in these scenarios varied in rarity and availability of other options, which will be elaborated later on. In 

the setting of a societal perspective, respondents were asked to state the maximum WTP for a 

hypothetical health gain that could accrue other people, thus with the presence of altruism since 

respondents are no part of the group of beneficiaries (Diener et al. 1998, Klose 1999, Smith 2003). 

Please note that, even though altruism or solidarity is present in this study, it is not the focus of this 

research and thus no further elaboration on the measure of solidarity will be given.  

In the previous chapter, it became clear that the societal perspective was chosen for this study 

because of the nature of rarity: The individual perspective is not appropriate, since the respondents do 

not value the health gain for themselves. Within the societal perspective there are two options: socially 

inclusive perspective and a complete societal perspective. Since the respondents will not be part of the 

patient population, it might be useless to have any self interest in this study. This means the socially 

inclusive perspective is not of importance. That is why the completely societal perspective is most 

applicable to this theme.  

The question(s) in a WTP study could either be framed from an ex-ante or an ex-post 

perspective. In the ex-ante perspective respondents are assumed not yet to have fallen ill, but might be 

at risk of ever needing healthcare in the future. In WTP studies carried out from the ex-post perspective 

on the other hand, respondents are asked to value health benefits derived from a treatment they will in 

fact utilize or have already utilized (Olsen & Smith, 1999; Dolan et al., 2003; Gyrd-Hansen, 2005). An 

advantage of the ex-ante perspective is that it could activate both option and externality values, meaning 

values from people who have little probability of using this type of health care in the future can be 

derived (Olsen et al, 2004). The ex-post perspective enables researchers to elicit the so-called use values 

(option values), from people who actually need the health care. Because the respondents are no part of 

the patient population, the need for externalities is present but for use values not so much, leaving the 

ex-ante perspective is the most appropriate perspective.  
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3.1 Design of the survey instrument & scenarios  

In order to develop the WTP survey, a series of steps were undertaken. First, a literature review was 

held to determine the best ways to elicit WTP. The literature review on the questionnaire was done with 

multiple studies; Bobinac (2012); Reckers-Droog (2019) were commonly used, since these studies 

relate the most to the study at hand. These researchers also used the societal perspective in their study 

on WTP which meant there was some overlap. The questionnaire for this study contained five sections, 

to give a general overview of the substantive questionnaire, the following figure has been made: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Lay-out of the questionnaire. Since the CV tasks are the core of the study, these are highlighted in a different color. 

At the beginning of the survey, respondents were informed about the purpose and some background 

information was given on how decision-making in health care works concerning diseases of frequent 

occurrence as well as diseases with rare occurrence. After the introduction, respondents were asked 

about their demographic characteristics such as age, (household) income, where they live etc. Their 

current health was also measured through an EQ-5D-5L and by a self-perceived health through a VAS 

scale where 0 was ‘death’ and 100 ‘perfect health’.  

The EQ-5D-5L was introduced in 2009 to enhance sensitivity and provide respondents with the 

opportunity for a more detailed and accurate picture of their health. The EQ-5D-5L uses the same five 

dimensions as the EQ-5D-3L but has two extra levels of severity in each dimension, which means it is 

elaborated. This results in more possible health states (Versteegh et al., 2016). The five levels are related 

to the dimensions ´mobility´, ´self-care´, ´usual activities´, ´pain/ discomfort´ and ´anxiety/depression´ 

and are ‘Not /no problems’, ‘Slight problems’, ‘Moderate problems’, ‘Severe problems’ and ‘Unable to 

/ extreme’.  

Introduction

Socio demographic 
questions 

CV practice tasks
- A new car

- A new perfume

CV tasks scenario 1 Prevalences with alternative 
treatments and effectiveness

CV tasks scenario 2 Only prevalences, no 
information on  alternative treatments

Reasoning
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Before the actual WTP study started, a short introduction was given to what was expected of 

the respondents followed by two CV warm-up questions in relation to non-health items to familiarize 

themselves with the concept of WTP as well as the concept of CV. These questions concerned a new 

car and a new perfume by own choice. After the introduction, when the real WTP study started, 

respondents had to fill in questions based on three scenarios. Because this study focuses on the effects 

of rarity on the WTP, all other circumstances had to be the same, meaning that the description of the 

diseases was the same. The health states that were given to the respondents were also based on the 

Dutch EQ-5D tariff (Versteegh et al., 2016). In each scenario, patient groups start out in the health state 

I- 43332- (0.524 QALY) and would go to the health state II -55233- (0.305 QALY) without treatment. 

The health states that are presented are purely hypothetical. Since focus in this study is rarity of the 

disease, this already implicates an often-bad condition to start with. Though rare diseases are 

progressive, it would seem more realistic if in a year, which this study is about, it has not yet progressed 

to a state where the QALY would be almost as low as 0, especially because the same health states need 

to be projected for a non-rare disease. Even though the health states are hypothetical, they are somewhat 

based on characteristics of an actual rare disease, Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (RareDiseases.org, 

2020). Appendix I gives the description of the scenario and the first question. The difference between 

the two health states is 0.219 QALY. This overall matches the differences in health gains in different 

studies (Bobinac et al., 2012; Lawerman-van de Wetering et al, 2016; Reckers- Droog et al., 2019). 

In the scenario description- and in the questions-, it was always mentioned whether the disease 

was rare, relatively common or frequent occurring to make sure there was one line in defining rarity 

that would be clear to all respondents. Within the scenarios, different prevalences were given, of which 

none of the respondents would be part. Two health states were shown, one where a patient population 

was in and the other was the state they would go to if no treatment was given. Health deterioration could 

be avoided by taking a medicine without any side effects for a year, once a month. The use of an 

increased monthly basic health insurance premium was implemented to facilitate a payment vehicle. 

The basic health insurance is indeed how the Dutch residents contribute to the collectively funded health 

care system (Wammes, 2020). 

The prevalences are 5 in 10,000 people in scenario 1; 100 in 10,000 people in scenario II and 

1,000 in 10,000 people in scenario III. Scenario 1, rare, has been chosen with the definition of rarity in 

mind. The frequent occurring diseases, scenario III, was based off a frequent occurring disease. 

Influenza is a disease which is well known. This illness occurs frequently, it affects approximately 10% 

of the (world) population annually (Clayville,2015). Consequently, having the scenarios presented in 

these numbers might help the respondents getting an idea of the differences between the diseases and 

what it is they are paying for.  Which leaves scenario II, which is presented in a ‘middle’ part.  
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In order to measure the influence of rarity in a different manner, two question formats were 

used to elicit two possibly different values of QALYs -in which the groups were randomly distributed: 

one group only had the specific characteristic of a rare disease (amongst others the availability of 

alternative treatments and how effective those are), which the other group did not have. In this way, the 

difference could be measured within the blocks where rarity is measured through prevalence, but also 

between the blocks where rarity is measured through alternative treatments. See the table below.  

 

Group 

respondents 

(50% each) 

1st WTP question 

(rare) 

2nd WTP question 

(common) 

3rd WTP question 

(frequent) 

Situation 1 Prevalence = 5/10.000 

No alternative 

treatments 

Prevalence = 

100/10.000 

Some alternative 

treatments, though less 

effective 

Prevalence = 

1.000/10.000 

Lots of alternative 

treatments, though less 

effective 

Situation 2 Prevalence = 5/10.000 Prevalence = 

100/10.000 

 

Prevalence = 

1.000/10.000 

 
Table 2 Elaboration of the situations in the study presented to the respondents 

The WTP for prevention of health deterioration was elicited by applying a two-step contingent-

valuation procedure through payment scales (Donaldson et al., 1995; Donaldson et al., 1997a; 

Donaldson et al., 1997; Olsen and Donaldson, 1998; Gibb et al., 1998; Bobinac, 2012; Droog-Reckers, 

2014). This was followed by a bounded open-ended question. In the first step, a payment scale was 

presented with a range from €0 to €24 in increase of basic health insurance premium per month for a 

year with unevenly distributed intervals within this range. This amount was chosen due to earlier 

research in which the payment vehicle was also an increase in basic health insurance premium (Droog-

Reckers et al, 2014). See the appendix for an example question. Respondents were asked to indicate the 

increase in monthly health care premium they were certainly willing to pay for the duration of one year 

followed by the same payment scale asking them to indicate the amount they were certainly not willing 

to pay for a year. To remind them what the situation was, they were told after the amount ‘for a disease 

that occurs within …… people’. They were also always reminded they were not part of the population 

group, and that they had to keep their own income in mind (as a proxy for their ability to pay). Within 

payment scales, range bias can occur. This entails respondents might adjust their choices to the scale or 

categories from which they can choose, which results in higher choices than the respondents intend to 

(Bateman & Jones, 2003). The WTP will be higher when the number of categories increases (Whynes, 
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2004). To reduce range bias, every question in the sample had the same range of categories (van der 

Star & van den Berg, 2011). 

In the second step, respondents were asked to indicate the maximum increase in monthly health-

insurance premium they would be willing to pay within the payment range obtained in the first step. 

Besides their own monthly income, respondents also had to keep in mind that the stated WTP would be 

mandatory to pay for all adults living in the Netherlands. This maximum WTP was used for the 

calculation of the WTP for a QALY, since it is closest to their actual WTP. Again, to keep respondents 

from going back to the description of the scenario at hand, they were reminded in the questions what 

the main characteristics of that scenario were. 

Soeteman et al (2017) did research on the impact of payment scales on the WTP for health gains 

and found that the two-step approach has several reasons for being more beneficial. With this approach, 

the WTP is more direct and precise than the range you present to the respondents. In this way, the 

respondent is less directed towards an answer which makes the respondents more thoughtful about their 

answer. Besides this, a two-step approach provides multiple valuations per respondent. This means 

more tests can be done on the mean WTP, but also the minimum WTP and maximum WTP in which 

differences between those 2 steps can be noticed. Ex post, the respondents were asked how certain they 

were if they would actually pay that amount of money in reality (if they were willing to pay more than 

€0). Via this question, the responses could be collected to reveal if their WTP was true (Smith, 2006; 

Blumenschein et al., 2001; Poe et al., 2002). Please note that this is never a robust answer of actually 

‘true’, but the more certain respondents are of their WTP, the less likely it is for this amount to change 

(Smith, 2006). Respondents could choose out of options as to how certain they were about their stated 

WTP. 

When respondents indicated they were not willing to pay more than €0 extra premium per 

month, a follow-up question was asked why. They could either give their reason by filling in an open-

text or choose from several given options. The specific options are mentioned in the appendix. Through 

these answers, a distinction could be made between true zero WTP and protest zero WTP. Amongst the 

true zero valuations belong ‘I can’t afford to pay more than €0, Treatments are not worth more than €0 

to me and I believe the treatment is worth more than €0 to me, but I would rather spend my money on 

something else’. ‘I believe the basic health insurance premium is already too high’, ‘patients should pay 

for their own treatment’ and ‘For me, the value of health and health care cannot be expressed in 

monetary terms’ are protest answers. (Bobinac et al., 2013; Reckers-Droog et al., 2013). For 

respondents with protest answers, it was important to look at what else they responded to the questions 

in order to decide if they can be left in de study or if they have to be excluded (Reckers-Droog et al., 

2013). 
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After the CV tasks with scenarios were finished, respondents were asked if they could explain 

what the reason was that they would pay the same or a different amount for a disease occurring less 

frequent or more frequent. This was an open text question, to give the respondent the space to really tell 

what their reasoning was. Lastly, respondents were asked which factors they take into account in 

determining the amount of money they are willing to spend extra on their health insurance for a (rare) 

disease, if they think it is important that more attention is given to treatments for rare diseases and if so, 

why (see appendix). Finally, they were asked to which extent they are familiar with rare diseases. These 

questions were asked to potentially explain if results turn out as not expected through the given theory. 

Scenarios were also presented in a random order to reduce order bias as much as possible, however, it 

is not possible to completely eliminate order bias this way (Bateman and Jones, 2003). 

A pilot was held amongst 22 people (11%). Overall, no big alternations had to be incorporated. 

In fact, respondents found the extra CV exercise to be helpful to clarify what was expected of them. 

The only aspect a couple of respondents were missing was some elaboration on certain concepts, such 

as ‘intervention’. Therefore, concepts were assimilated in the text. 

 

3.2 Analyses  

3.2.1 Exclusion criteria  

65 out of the 216 respondents did not complete the survey. Also, one respondent was above the age of 

75 and since this study is focused on the Dutch general public between the age of 18-75, these 

respondents were excluded from the study.  

Income  

Income was asked in two ways: household income and personal income. Respondents who indicated 

their household consisted out of one person, did not get the question what the household income was, 

but only what their personal income was. Answering the personal income was optional, respondents 

had the option ‘prefer not to say’ due to privacy considerations. The data showed that the household 

income had more responses than the personal income, so the missing values from the household income 

were complemented with the personal income. In this way, the amount of missing values was reduced 

(and the personal income variable was taken out of the analysis). This still gave 7 missing values, but a 

sensitivity analysis showed that it had no difference on the outcome, so they were not excluded from 

the study. This leads to a total amount of 150 respondents. 

3.2.2 Utilities 

To see what the health state of the sample was, the measure of the EQ-5D was used instead of the VAS-

scale. ED-5D tariffs are preferred, because they are derived using choice-based technique (Gyrd-

Hansen, 2003; Bobinac et al., 2010). Also, the EQ-5D tariff is based on specific statements, which are 
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objective and the same for everyone, whereas the VAS-scale could be very subjective due to valuation 

of certain limitations one might have (Gyrd-Hansen, 2003). Therefore, in this study the EQ-5D is the 

base since these are also used in the calculations, where the VAS scale was used as a check. 

The amount of QALYs gained (or not lost) due to the implementation of the (orphan) drug is calculated 

by subtracting health state II (55333) from health state I (43332).  

Calculation QALY gains (prevention of loss) in the study  

Below, table 3 gives a quick overview of the calculations of the QALY gains. 

Scenario Calculation # Patients 

- Rare 

- Common 

- Frequent 

(5/10,000) * 17,475,415 

(100/10,000) * 17,475,415 

(1,000/10,000) * 17,475,415 

8,737 

174,754 

1,747,541 

Scenario 

- Rare 

- Common 

- Frequent 

Calculation 

(0,524-0,305) * 8,737 

(0,524-0,305) * 174,754 

(0,524-0,305) * 1,747,541 

Total QALY gain 

1,913.56 

38,271.16 

382,711.59 

Table 3 Calculations of total QALY gain 

Since there are three scenarios in this study, all three have their own amount of total QALY gain 

depending on the occurrence of the disease. Therefore, the QALY gain was multiplied by the amount 

of people getting the disease. In the survey, the amount of people at risk of getting the disease is taken 

over the entire Dutch population and this was 17,475,415 people in January 2021 (CBS, 2021).  

 

3.2.3 Calculation of WTP  

Even though the amount of people getting the disease is given in table 3, in a societal perspective the 

payers are the amount of people paying for the increasing in basic health insurance. This means the 

amount of people paying for the treatment is not equal to the number of patients getting the treatment, 

but the total amount of adults (18 and over) living in the Netherlands. As mentioned in the Chapter 

before, this is due to the fact that rare diseases affect a small proportion of the population, while the 

entire population above 18 years old in the Netherlands is obligated to pay for health insurance. Using 

the study population in this way has also been done by Bobinac in 2010. CBS statistics showed the 

Dutch population consisted out of 14,190,874 people in January 2021 (2021). Calculation of the WTP 

is different in the societal perspective than in the individual perspective. For the calculations, the total 

amount of QALYs gained has to be known first. This amount is calculated, as seen above, amongst the 

patient population. In order to calculate the maximum WTP per QALY per year, the mean WTP had to 

be multiplied by twelve. This amount was subsequently multiplied by the total amount of adults (18 

and over) living in the Netherlands. This results in the following formula: 
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Raw mean WTP 14,190,874 * (WTP *12) 

WTP per QALY Max WTP / total QALY gain 

Table 4 Calculation of WTPs 

The health gain in the scenarios was different per scenario. In order to calculate the WTP values per 

QALY, these different values are needed. To see what the differences are between the different versions, 

calculations were also done on the two groups separately. Two scenarios were created for the calculation 

of WTP before creating one value:  

1. Scenario prevalences together with alternative treatments  

2. Scenario only prevalences  

3. (Scenarios combined together, mean WTP) 

 

3.2.4 T-tests  

The main question of this study what the influence of rarity is on the WTP. This means that a test is 

needed to find out if there are significant differences between the scenarios. The following hypothesis 

would have to be tested: 

 H0: µ1 = µ2 = µ3, where µ1 = scenario rare, µ2 = scenario common and µ3 = scenario frequent. This 

was tested with paired t-tests, since the study was amongst independent samples where different WTP 

scenarios were valued by the same respondent. This led to the following three hypotheses: 

H0: µ1 = µ2  H1: µ1 ≠ µ2  

H0: µ2 = µ3  H1: µ2 ≠ µ3  

H0: µ1 = µ3  H1: µ1 ≠ µ3  

In this test, the raw WTP values are used the way Bobinac has done in her study (2010). It could be 

distorting to use WTP per QALYs in these tests, since the total amount of QALYs gained is different 

per scenario. Consequently, this would lead to outcomes with different proportions, which must be 

adjusted with more calculations. Using the raw WTP per month leads to the same proportions and more 

accurate results.   

In order to execute the t-test, some assumptions need to be fulfilled. The first is that the 

outcomes have to have a continuous or ordinal scale (Stata, 2017), where the difference of the two 

logWTPs has to have a normal distribution. This was done through a Skewness/Kurtosis test for 

Normality, which showed that the difference between the dependent variables was not normally 

distributed. Χ2 was 0.0000, which is not greater than 0.05, implying it is not significant at a 5% level. 

To overcome this, the dependent variables were transformed into log variables. Because the log of zero 

is impossible, ‘one’ was added to the value of the raw WTP variable. When this was done, the histogram 
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showed a normal distribution that was skewed to the left for the variables logWTP_1 and logWTP_2, 

as well as the difference between these two variables. The data also has to be random sample, and the 

final assumption is homoskedasticity of variance. At first, WTP scenario 1 (rare) and scenario 2 

(common) have a similar variance (respectively 59.27 and 53.74), but the variance of scenario 3 

(frequent) was much larger (218.51) but after the log transformation they showed homoskedasticity of 

variance. After transformations to fulfil the assumptions were done, the parametric t-tests were 

performed on the log-transformed data (Bobinac et al., 2012). Because the influence of rarity could go 

both ways (higher WTP or lower WTP), a double-sided p-value was maintained.  

Not only was there difference in the questionnaire between the scenarios (different QALY gain 

per scenario), but there was also a different measure in rarity within the scenarios by including 

alternative treatment (equal QALY gains per scenario). Within scenarios, it was tested if respondents 

reported significant differences if they were given extra information on the rarity of the disease (for 

equal QALY gains). Because these two scenarios contain independent respondents, a two-sample t-test 

was held. Log WTPs are being used once more. Assumptions here (and that are met) are that the data 

has to be normal, and the variances have to be equal.  

The following hypotheses are tested for each scenario (rare, common and frequent occurring): 

H0: µa = µb  H1: µa ≠ µb  

Where µa is the version with alternative treatment given and µb is the version with only prevalences 

given. 

 

3.2.5 Subgroup analysis  

In this study, the mean WTP has been conducted. However, there are different income groups. 

Empirically, it shows that higher income groups are often willing to pay more than lower income groups 

(Georgiou et al., 2012). Therefore, this is also tested in the sub analysis. The income groups were 

recoded to 4 new groups:  

- < €3000 per month 

- €3000- €5000 per month 

- €5000- €7500 per month 

- > €7500 per month 

These groups were based on CBS statistics, where most common income groups are shown (2021). 

Based on the theory, the expectation is that the higher income groups have a higher WTP. Hence, the 

null hypothesis that there is no difference in WTP between the different income groups will be tested 

through a one-way ANOVA test. A couple of assumptions also need to be tested: Apart from the 

dependent variable needing to be continuous, the independent variable has to be categorical. There also 

has to be independence of observation. There was no relationship between the observations in each 
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group or between the groups themselves, since the sample was random. It is also not allowed to have 

significant outliers, which was made sure of by looking at a box plot. The dependent variable should 

be (approximately) normally distributed. Lastly, there needs to be homogeneity of variances. This was 

tested with Bartlett’s test for variances, where prob>chi2 = 0.605.  

After executing the ANOVA test, pairwise comparisons of means were done if there was 

significance. This was done to see which groups are significant amongst each other.  

 

3.2.6 Validity  

To obtain reliable and valid data, the size of the sample has to be large and diverse enough. Internal 

validity represents the causality of a study and can be guaranteed by having enough measure results 

(Swanborn, 2006). Construct validity is also described as the measure of what was intended to measure. 

When performing a survey, the respondents should have a good understanding of the survey, or the 

measurement is incorrect the results will not reflect reality. The questionnaire had been tested through 

a pilot (>10%) and this showed that respondents knew what was expected of them and how they had to 

value the situations. Reliability is often realized by reproducing methods from previous studies. That is 

also what is done in this study, as told in the beginning of the methods. 

3.2.7 Regressions  

To investigate the theoretical validity of the dataset, multiple regression analyses were done 

with the maximum WTPs as the dependent variable. Regressions were executed to find out the effect 

of other variables instead of solely the version that was presented to the respondent. It is important that 

this is tested, since it could be that certain background characteristics may be of significant influence in 

one scenario (say rare), but not in the other. In order to run the regressions, some assumptions have to 

be tested. A first assumption in order to do a linear regression is the linearity of parameters. The 

dependent variable has to be related to the independent variables and the error, through the following 

formula: 

y = β0+ β1 + u 

The second assumption is that the residu has to have a normal distribution. This was done 

through a Skewness/Kurtosis test for Normality, and a Jarque-Bera normality test. Also, a histogram 

was graphed. When plotting the histogram, it was noticed that with the raw WTP value the residu was 

not normally distributed. However, when plotting the residu with the logWTP value, it did show a 

normal distribution. Therefore, the dependent variable was the logWTP. This means the log-linear 

regression has the following formula: 

Log(y+1) = β0+ β1 + u 
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The data also has to be homoscedastic. To test for heteroskedasticity, the residuals were plotted 

by fitted value. Also, Cameron & Trivedi’s decomposition of IM-test and Breusch-Pagan / Cook-

Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity were performed (Stata, 2017; Bobinac, 2010; van de Wetering, 

2016). These showed that the data is homoscedastic. The following assumption is non collinearity. Even 

though the regressions showed no multicollinearity between variables, it did show collinearity within 

some variables. For example, the variable ‘region’. The collinearity was likely due to the fact that the 

different options of regions did not add a lot of information (most respondents came from the Randstad), 

therefore it was turned into a dummy variable for living in the Randstad. This was also done for 

education, which was recoded into ‘low’, ‘middle’ and ‘high’ (CBS,2021). In the variable income ‘€0-

3,000’ was the reference category, as was ‘single’ for marital status. 

Model I has the background characteristics age, bruto house income, sex, education, region, 

marital status as independent variables. Income was taken into account even though the subgroup 

analysis was not significant, since income remains an important aspect within WTP studies (King et al, 

2005). For the exact reason that income was not significant in the ANOVA, it is left out of the regression 

in the second model. At the same time, this model has some additional factors, including the effect of 

own health and knowing someone who has a severe disease. Since the theory stated that household size 

is also of significant influence, this is also tested in the regression. Model III exists of all variables 

together, including having children and working. These variables often lead to altruism, working means 

getting paid to provide for yourself/ your family. When you have children, you become responsible for 

them, which means you think of them first (Freund, 2014; Long & Krause, 2017).  

 

3.3.8 Sensitivity analysis  

To test the validity of the WTP values and how robust these are, sensitivity analyses were also run. For 

the main question of this study is whether there are differences between mean WTP of the different 

types of rarity of diseases, the sensitivity analyses were done with by t-tests. In the analyses the (protest) 

zero-valuations were excluded, even though they were seven percent of the sample, to see what would 

happen to the outcome. Outliers were also excluded. Insensitivity would mean that the WTP is not 

responsive to the outliers and non-outliers, as well as zero valuations.   

All analyses were performed with Stata 16.0 for Windows  
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 Data  

216 respondents partook in this study. However, 65 responses were incomplete and 1 respondent was 

above the age of 75, which leads to the total of 150 responses. Table 5 shows the summary statistics. 

Ultimately, the sample would be a perfect reflection of the Dutch general public, though this was not 

possible due to time and financial restraints. As is shown in the table, the results indicate that this sample 

is representative of the Dutch general public in terms of age, sex shows there are more females than 

males though the percentages are somewhat higher than the statistics (CBS, 2021). The same goes for 

the household members. The average age of the respondent is 42.9 years old, with a fairly good health.  

Table 5 summary statistics of the sample  

N= 150 Mean Std. Dev. Min Max CBS 

statistics 

Age 42.93 15.97317 21 74 42.22 

Age group 

- < 30 

- 31-45 

- 46-65 

- 66-75 

 

51 (34.00%) 

37 (24.67%) 

43 (28.67%) 

19 (12.67%) 

    

Sex 

- Female 

- Men 

 

89 (59.33%) 

61 (40.67%) 

 

.4928573 

   

50.32% 

49.68% 

Household 2.38 1.120188 1 6 2,14 

Education 

- Lower school 

- Middle school 

- Middelbaar 

beroepsonderwijs 

- VWO 

- HBO 

- WO 

 

2 (1.33%%) 

4 (2.67%) 

9 (6.00%) 

 

13 (8.67%) 

54 (36.00%) 

68 (45.33%) 

    

7.35% 

18.28% 

27.03% 

 

9.94% 

23.06% 

14.39% 

Province 

- Friesland 

- Overijssel 

- Gelderland 

- Utrecht  

- Noord-Brabant 

- Noord-Holland 

- Zuid Holland 

 

1 (0.67%) 

1 (0.67%) 

2 (1.33%) 

14 (9.33%) 

2 (1.33%) 

18 (12.00%) 

112 (74,67%) 

    

1.21% 

3.43% 

4.42% 

8.14% 

9.36% 

29.32% 

37.61% 

Region 

- Randstad  

- West-Nederland 

- Noord-Nederland 

- Oost-Nederland 

- Zuid-Nederland 

 

114 (6%) 

30 (20%) 

1 (0.67%) 

3 (2.00%) 

2 (1.33%) 

    

 

75.57% 

4.55% 

8.08% 

11.80% 

Household income (N=131) 

- €0-500 

 

7 (4.90%%) 
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- €1,000-2,000 

- €2,000-3,000 

- €3,000-4,000 

- €4,000-5,000 

- €5,000-7,500 

- €7500-10,000 

- > €10,000 

11 (7.69%) 

18 (12.59%) 

22 (15.38%) 

17 (11.89%) 

43 (30.07%) 

12 (8.39%) 

1 (9.09%) 

 

Marital status 

- Married 

- Single 

- Divorced 

- Widow 

- Cohabitant** 

 

64 (42.67%) 

45 (30%) 

6 (4.00%) 

1 (0.67%) 

34 (22.67%) 

    

39.47% 

48.95% 

7.88% 

4.92% 

unknown 

Employment 

- Employed 

- Voluntary work 

- (Early) Retirement 

- Student 

 

119 (79.33%) 

3 (2.00%) 

20 (13.33%) 

8 (5.33%) 

    

68,7% 

NA**** 

18.39% 

13.01% 

Children (N=122) 

- Yes  

- No  

 

65 (53.28%) 

57 (46.72%) 

    

32.5%*** 

67.5% 

Know someone ill 

- Yes 

- No 

 

39 (26.00%) 

111 (74.00%) 

    

EQ-5D 0.917 0.0995482 0.492 1 N.A. 

VAS scale health state to 

QALY 

0.815 0.1249031 0.40 1 N.A. 

Version 

- Prevalence alternative 

treatment 

- Only prevalence 

 

77 (48.67%) 

 

73 (51.33%) 

    

** cohabitant was implied when they had roommates, but it could also with a partner.  

*** CBS only had statistics on whether children still lived at home 

**** No information was available on volunteering on a ‘full-time’ basis  

Even though the table shows the sample is representative for age and sex, it is not generalizable for, for 

example, where respondents live. Most of the respondents came from the province Zuid-Holland 

(South-Holland), where the rest of the Dutch population was underrepresented. This is most likely due 

to the residence of the researcher, who also studies in the province of South-Holland. Her contacts were 

also approached to participate in the study, which could explain the relatively high number of residents 

here. The same counts for the education of the sample, which is not representative for the Dutch 

population.  
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4.2 Practice WTP tasks 

In the practice CV questions, it turned out that respondents were willing to pay €13,394 for a new car 

by choice and €52.68 for a new perfume. This indicates that the goal of the study was clear to the 

respondents, since these answers are reasonable. Please note that, even though these estimates imply 

that respondents understood what was expected of them, it is different to place a monetary value on 

health instead of non-health items due to, among others, the lack of market prices for health(care) (Ryan 

et al., 2004). 

 

4.3 WTP values  

There is a difference between the raw WTP and the WTP per QALY. First, the raw means will be 

displayed of what individuals are willing to pay for per month for the QALY gain of 0.219 for people 

having the disease. 

 

Situation Group 1 (prevalence 

+ alternatives) 

Group 2 

(prevalence) 

Difference  Total (both 

groups together) 

Mean WTP rare € 8.45 

(€101.40) 

€8.16 

(€97.92) 

€0.29 

(€3.48) 

€8.30  

(€99.60) 

Mean WTP 

common 

€8.42 

(€101.04) 

€9.03 

(€108.36) 

€0.61 

(€7.32) 

€ 8.74  

(€104.88) 

Mean WTP 

frequent 

€9.49 

(€113.88) 

€13.10 

(€157.20) 

€3.61 

(€43.32) 

€11.34  

€136.08 

Table 6 Raw mean WTP for different scenarios in the study. Between brackets is the raw mean WTP per year. 

 

T-tests  

Paired t-tests on the raw mean WTP showed that there are differences between scenario rare and 

common, scenario rare and frequent occurring but also between scenario common and frequent 

occurring: 

- The difference between the WTPs of rare diseases compared and common diseases is 

statistically significant on a 5% significance level (p=0.018%)  

- The difference between the WTPs of rare diseases and frequent occurring diseases is 

statistically significant on a 5% level (p=0.001) 

- The difference between the WTPs of common diseases compared to frequent occurring diseases 

is statistically significant on a 5% level (p=0.001).  

Therefore, the null hypothesis that the means of scenarios rare, common and frequent occurring are 

equal can be rejected. 
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Apart from the differences between the scenarios, a two-sample t-test was done to see what the 

differences are between the raw WTPs within the versions. These tests showed that even though there 

are differences within the scenarios, they are not significant for each scenario:  

- The difference between the WTPs of the versions with only prevalences and prevalences with 

alternative treatments for the scenario rare is not significant on any level (p=0.912). 

- The difference between the WTPs of the versions with only prevalences and prevalences with 

alternative treatments for the scenario common was not significant on any level (p=0.303). 

- The difference between the WTPs of the versions with only prevalences and prevalences with 

alternative treatments for the scenario frequent occurring was significant on a 10% significance 

level (p=0.06). 

The null hypothesis that the mean of the version prevalences and alternative treatments is equal to the 

mean of the version with only prevalences can be rejected for scenario frequent occurring diseases. It 

cannot be rejected for scenario common and can also not be rejected for scenario rare.   

 

Table 7 shows the average WTP per QALY for the different scenarios. 

Situation Group 1 (prevalence + 

alternatives) 

Group 2 (prevalence) Total (both groups 

together) 

Mean WTP per QALY rare €751,978 €719,051 €738,629 

Mean WTP per QALY 

common 

€37,465 

 

€40,224 €38,889 

Mean WTP per QALY 

frequent 

€4,223 €5,929 €5,437 

 

Table 7 Raw mean WTP per QALY per scenario. 

When comparing the two groups, it becomes clear what the influence is of the additional information 

about the disease treatment given to the respondent. For example, for rare diseases the WTP is higher 

when stated that no alternative treatment is possible (+ €32,927). It also becomes clear that the WTP 

for more common diseases and frequent occurring diseases will be less when there are alternative 

treatments available (-€2,759 and -€824 respectively), even though the survey explicitly mentioned that 

the alternatives are less effective than the intervention.  

Some respondents gave a zero WTP answer. The most zero valuation answers came from 

respondents that are against an increase in monthly health insurance. 2% indicated that drugs are worth 

more than €0 to them, but they would rather spend their money on something else and 2.5% indicates 

that the value of health and healthcare is not monetary for them. However, since the amount of total 

zero valuation answers is approximately 7% of all responses, and therein even less for the protest 
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answers, these observations will not be taken out of the main analyses. Nevertheless, to check for 

robustness, they are excluded from the sensitivity analyses.  

 

4.4 Subgroup analysis 

Table 9 shows what the difference is in raw WTP per month between the different income groups. In 

between brackets, the WTP per QALY is presented.  

Income groups Mean Frequency  Percentage Std. dev. 

€0- €3,000 €7.24 

(€643,952.10) 

36 26.72% 6.69 

(595,596) 

€3,000- €5,000 €8.79 

(€782,668.40) 

39 27.48% 7.97 

(702,851.50) 

€5,000- €7,500 €8.93 

(€756,116.90) 

43 27.48% 8.03 

(735,218.50) 

> €7,500 €8.23 

(€703,032.50) 

25 18.32% 6.80 

(609,824.20) 

Table 9 Average WTP for different income groups WTP scenario rare. 

 

Income groups Mean Frequency  Percentage Std. dev. 

€0- €3,000 €7.24 

(€32,197.64) 

36 26.72% 5.95 

(29779.83) 

€3,000- €5,000 €9.26 

(€39,133.46) 

39 27.48% 6.51 

(35142.61) 

€5,000- €7,500 €10.59 

(€37,805.89) 

43 27.48% 7.26 

(36760.97) 

> €7,500 €10.48 

(€35,151.66) 

25 18.32% 9.61 

(30491.24) 

Table 10 Average WTP for different income groups WTP scenario common. 
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Income groups Mean Frequency  Percentage Std. dev. 

€0- €3,000 €11.77 

(€3,219.76) 

36 26.72% 16.84 

(15573.52) 

€3,000- €5,000 €10.55 

(€3,913.35) 

39 27.48% 6.88 

(3514.26) 

€5,000- €7,500 €13.88 

(€3,780.59) 

43 27.48% 16.56 

(3676.10) 

> €7,500 €13.27 

(€3,515.17) 

25 18.32% 19.23 

(3049.12) 

Table 11 Average WTP for different income groups WTP scenario frequent occurring. 

As shown in the table, and as expected from the theory, the higher the income group the higher the 

WTP. Income has a concave, if the income is that high, the growth of the increasing WTP stops, even 

though the group is still willing to pay a higher amount. However, none of the ANOVA tests conducted 

on the raw WTPs was significant, meaning there is no significant differences between the different 

income groups. 

 

4.5 Regression 

In table 12, the results of the multiple regressions are shown for the different scenarios. In model I, the 

results are for the rare diseases, model II for the common diseases and model III represents the frequent 

occurring diseases.  In the appendix, regressions on the WTPs regarding primarily background 

characteristics can be found as well as models with interaction variables.  

Table 12 Regression results raw log-WTP  

 

DV = logWTP  

Model I 

Rare 

Model II 

Common 

Model III 

Frequent occurring 

 Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] 

Female (yes) .0614 .1645 0.709 .1043 .1564 0.506 -.0185 .1782 0.917 

Age .0179 .0058 0.002* .0118 .0065 0.070** .0030 .0074 0.682 

Randstad (yes) .1372 1.467 0.351 .0869 .1702 0.610 .0169 .1939 0.930 

Education (yes) 

High 

 

2.050 

 

1.321 

 

0.123 

 

.3206 

 

.1513 

 

0.036* 

 

.3995 

 

.1725 

 

0.022* 

Marital status (ref. 

= single) 

- Married 

- Cohabitant 

- Widow 

- Divorced  

 

 

-.342 

-.403 

-.083 

-1.291 

 

 

.2406 

.2250 

.9679 

.5742 

 

 

0.163 

0.075** 

0.675 

0.026* 

 

 

-.1460 

-.2037 

.2553 

-.9216 

 

 

.2199 

.2057 

.8847 

.5249 

 

 

0.508 

0.324 

0.773 

0.081** 

 

 

-.1577 

-.1511 

.3595 

-.7399 

 

 

.2506 

.2344 

1.008 

.5982 

 

 

0.530 

0.520 

0.722 

0.218 
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Bruto household 

income (ref. = €0-

€3,000) 

€3,000- €5,000 

€5,000- €7,500 

> €7,500 

 

 

 

.0250 

-.2160 

-.0361 

 

 

 

.2239 

.2434 

.2781 

 

 

 

0.911 

0.376 

0.897 

 

 

 

.1177 

.0572 

.2147 

 

 

 

.2047 

.2225 

.2542 

 

 

 

0.566 

0.798 

0.400 

 

 

 

-.0108 

-.0349 

.0949 

 

 

 

.2333 

.2535 

.2897 

 

 

 

0.963 

0.890 

0.744 

Working (yes) .0667 .2208 0.763 -.2219 .2019 0.274 -.3341 .23006 0.149 

Cons. .7081 .6290 0.088** .6674 .5912 0.261 1.2423 .6737 0.067** 

Adj. R2 

Prob> F 

N 

0.0709 

0.0291* 

143 

  0.0472 

0.0972** 

143 

  0.0211 

0.0827** 

143 

  

 

As can be seen in the table, all models are statistically significant. Model for rare diseases at a 5% level, 

the models for common diseases and frequent occurring diseases at a 10% level. The model for rare 

diseases showed the highest adjusted R2 (7.1% of variance), however in all models the explained 

variance is relatively low. Few variables are significant. As expected, age is positively associated with 

WTP and also significant at a 5% level. Living in the cities in the Randstad also significantly leads to a 

higher WTP. Since the subgroup analysis showed that income groups are not significantly related to the 

WTP, it is no surprise to see that there is no significance in the regression regarding this variable. Since 

the dependent variable is log transformed, the coefficients are calculated through the following formula: 

(exp (Coef.) -1) *100% (Ford, 2018). 

The following results can be taken from the model: 

For the scenario rare: 

- Ceteris paribus, when respondents are a year older, their WTP for rare diseases increases with 

1.8%. This is significant at a 5% level (p= 0.002) 

- Ceteris paribus, respondents who are cohabitant compared to being single, their WTP for rare 

diseases decreases with 33.2%. This is significant at a 10% level (p=0.075). 

- Ceteris paribus, respondents who are divorced compared to being single, their WTP for rare 

diseases decreases with 72.5%. This is significant at a 5% level (p=0.026). 

For the scenario common: 

- Ceteris paribus, when respondents are a year older, their WTP for common diseases increases 

with 1.19%. This is significant at a 10% level (p=0.070). 
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- Ceteris paribus, respondents who have a high education compared to other types of education, 

their WTP for common diseases increases with 37.80%. This is significant at a 5% level 

(p=0.0036). 

- Ceteris paribus, respondents who are divorced compared to being single, their WTP for 

common diseases decreases with 60.2%. This is significant at a 10% level (p=0.081). 

 

For the scenario frequent occurring: 

- Ceteris paribus, when respondents have a high education compared to other types of education, 

their WTP for frequent occurring diseases increases with 49%. This is significant at a 5% level 

(p=0.022). 

 

Explanations  

What was also asked of the respondents is if they could explain why they would pay a certain amount 

in the rare situation and a different (or the same) amount in the situation with common or frequent 

occurring diseases. The frequent given answers are presented in the table below: 

Question Answers  

Can you explain the difference (or equal 

amount) of what you are willing to pay for the 

scenarios rare and frequent occurring? 

- Due to high prevalence 

- Choosing the most effective treatment 

- Rare diseases are too expensive 

- A different solution must be found than 

raising the health care premium 

- They are all important 

Can you explain the difference (or equal 

amount) of what you are willing to pay for the 

scenarios rare and common? 

- Equal treatment for every patient  

- Choosing the most effective treatment 

- They are all important 

Can you explain the difference (or equal 

amount) of what you are willing to pay for the 

scenarios common and frequent occurring? 

- They are all important 

- A different funding is needed than a 

premium increase if it involves this many 

people. 

What do you take into consideration when 

deciding what you are WTP 

- How long this disease will last 

- Depending on life expectancy of the 

patients 

- Solidarity 
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- What the work load will be on health 

care personnel 

- The available alternatives 

- The lifestyle of the patient. 

- My own income  

- Chances that I get the disease  

Table 13 Explanations given by respondents for given valuations. 

Out of the survey, it seemed that respondents were willing to pay more for others, or were at least more 

willing to pay, whenever those people would be known to them (family/friends). Even though the 

common and frequent occurring diseases have alternatives that are less efficient, they do have 

alternatives. Since the rare scenarios did not have any alternative treatments available, respondents were 

willing to pay more in order to give every patient a chance. 

What is surprising in the regression is that, for every scenario, people who are employed have a negative 

relationship with WTP for scenario common and frequent occurring. When looking at the given 

explanations, frequent occurring answers were ‘more willing to help greater amount of people in need’. 

This seems contradictive. 

 

4.6 Sensitivity analysis  

After exclusion of the outliers and protest answers, the means of the raw WTPs are as presented in the 

following table:  

Situation 

N = 138 

Group 1 (prevalence 

+ alternatives) 

Group 2 

(prevalence) 

Difference  Total (both 

groups together) 

Mean WTP rare € 9.01 

(€18.02) 

€8.61 

(€103.32) 

€0.40 

(€4.80) 

€8.79  

(€105.48) 

Mean WTP 

common 

€9.27 

(€111.24) 

€9.46 

(€113.52) 

€0.19 

(€2.28) 

€ 9.37  

(€112.44) 

Mean WTP 

frequent 

€10.53 

(€126.36) 

€13.73 

(€164.76) 

€3.20 

(€38.40) 

€12.22  

(€146.64) 

Table 14 Sensitivity analyses: raw mean WTP values after exclusion. 

 

Not surprisingly, all the mean WTPs have increased. This is due to the fact that a mean will 

automatically go up if the zero valuations are excluded. Paired t-tests showed that the significance levels 

of the differences between all scenarios did not change the scenarios rare and common diseases did not 

change. The difference between the valuation of common diseases and rare diseases is statistically 

significant on a 5% significance level (p= 0.0065), as is the difference between the frequent occurring 
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and rare diseases (p= 0.0001) and between the frequent occurring and common diseases (p= 0.0001). 

Where the difference in mean between the versions of scenario rare became larger, the differences in 

scenarios common and frequent occurring diseases became smaller. What is also noticeable is that there 

is one difference in significance: the two-sample t-tests showed that the significance of the difference 

between the versions in scenario frequent occurring diseases has disappeared compared to the inclusion 

of all variables (p=0.1865). Scenarios rare and common diseases stayed insignificant (p= 0.9049 and 

0.5947 respectively). 

 The WTP per QALY seems to be insensitive for the exclusion of the outliers and zero 

valuations. As shown in the table below, the WTP per QALY for the scenario frequent occurring 

diseases has stayed the same for both groups, even though the mean had increased a bit. The means for 

scenarios rare and common diseases have increased a bit, but it seems unlikely that the WTP per QALY 

is sensitive for exclusion of these values. 

 

Situation (N=138) Group 1 (prevalence + 

alternatives) 

Group 2 (prevalence) Total (both groups 

together) 

Mean WTP per QALY rare € 801,813 €766,216 €782,768 

Mean WTP per QALY 

common 

€41,268 €42,073 €41,692 

Mean WTP per QALY 

frequent 

€4,686 €6,109 €5,437 

Table 15 Sensitivity analyses: WTP per QALY after exclusion. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

 

There is currently no consensus on how high a cost-effectiveness threshold should be. Surprisingly as 

well, no explicit research has been done on what exactly the influence of is rarity on society’s WTP. 

This study was a first exploration on the influence of rarity on the WTP, leading to what the differences 

are of valuation of rare diseases, more common diseases and/or frequent occurring diseases. 

The raw mean WTPs per month are €8.30 for rare diseases; €8.74 for common diseases and 

€11.34 for frequent occurring diseases. Calculated to WTP per QALY, this will result in €738,629 for 

rare diseases, €38,889 for common diseases and for frequent occurring diseases €5,437. The fact that 

respondents are willing to pay more for rare diseases is not strange, since the American Medical Journal 

(AMJ) reported in 2019 that societies are generally much more willing to pay for rare disease therapies. 

Especially rare diseases that otherwise do not have an available therapy (2019). The overall means of 

the WTP per QALY would result in €271,106.55. This amount is higher than current thresholds for the 

Netherlands, where thresholds differ between €20,000 and €80,000 (Versteegh et al.,2016). This would 

entail that the overall WTP is not cost-effective.  

Looking at the raw WTP per month, on average, people were willing to pay more for frequent 

occurring diseases than rare diseases while the WTP per QALY is highest for rare diseases and lowest 

for frequent occurring diseases. This is most likely due to the amount of QALYs the maximum WTP 

had to be divided by. These were not the same for all scenarios, which is different from other studies, 

where often the total amount of QALYs to gain is equal: to achieve an equal QALY gain in different 

scenarios there is often an alternation of prevalence, where small health gains have a bigger prevalence 

than large health gains (Bobinac, 2012; Van de Wetering, 2016). Due to the methodology in this study, 

it was simply not an option to equalize the amount of QALYs, due to the fact that- besides the 

prevalence- everything else e.g., characteristics of the disease, beginning and ending health states, had 

to be the same. Nonetheless, the results do have an implication despite being an overestimation of the 

WTP per QALY. It becomes more difficult for respondents to make a calculation on what they are 

willing to pay. However, there is a difference in WTP per month, which is not that big, while the 

differences in WTP per QALY are substantial. Respondents recognize there is a difference between 5 

out of 10,000 people becoming ill or 100 out of 10,000. The fact, they are willing to pay around the 

same amount per month could mean that (this characteristic of) rarity plays a role in their WTP. The 

results are robust since the sensitivity analyses did not give any substantial changes in the outcomes.  
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Limitations  

This research was not without limitations, that need to be mentioned.  

       First, it is hard to imagine health care as an asset. People can easily determine what they are willing 

to pay for an asset, but a treatment or other intervention is often beyond comprehension (Ryan et al., 

2004). Also, in this study, the sample was relatively small. This automatically makes it more difficult 

for results to be significant or even generalizable, though the budget of a student is not as far reaching 

to ensure that the number of respondents is substantial. On the other hand, it is known in other studies 

that income and personal characteristics are not of significant influence, so this result is not entirely 

divergent (Ryan et al, 2004; King et al., 2005; Bobinac, 2012; Van de Wetering, 2016).  

Secondly, the sample was not completely representative This makes it harder for conclusions to be 

made. Though the sample was representative for age and sex, it was not for, amongst others, education, 

employment and region of living. Especially region of living is an important factor due to differences 

between rural and urban areas (Asgary et al, 2004). Whenever there is only response from say an urban 

area, the results might be overestimated for the people living in rural areas, since they are often less 

willing to pay for healthcare premiums. In this study, main results came from respondents living in the 

Randstad, where the rest of the Netherlands was underrepresented. Often to get a more accurate result, 

more research is needed. However, Richiardi and colleagues state that it is not always needed to have a 

complete representative sample (2013).  

What also could have been the case is that the respondents did not entirely get the goal of the 

questionnaire. In the study, practice questions were done in an individual perspective. Even though the 

pilot showed it was helpful for respondents, maybe it could have been better to use a societal perspective 

for these questions as well. It also seemed as if the respondents did not completely understand the goal, 

because of their explanations on what they take into consideration. A lot of the respondents mentioned 

lifestyle as an aspect they take into consideration for their WTP. This is surprising, since rare diseases 

are often genetic and thus the lifestyle has little influence on the manifestation of the disease (Boycott, 

2013). This makes it questionable how much the public knows about rare diseases, the course of disease 

and available treatments. Particularly, because nothing was said about lifestyle in the survey. This could 

imply respondents took their own, different aspects into consideration for the valuation of the 

interventions. 

There could also be some influence from the construct validity: in the survey, it was mentioned that 

their WTP for increase in basic health insurance premium was for one year. When this time period is 

extended, say every year from now on, respondents may be less willing to pay. This as a result of the 

fact that most people switch their annual health plan due to a lower price elsewhere, and because the 

total amount of monthly payments will go up (CBS, 2021). This may imply that the mean is 

overestimated. A different aspect is that the age of patients is not taken into consideration, which is a 
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relevant characteristic of rare diseases. Again, this could not be done due to the expected variation in 

scenarios which was attempted to avoid. However, this could also entail that the mean WTPs are 

underestimated, since earlier studies have shown that people are more willing to pay for younger 

patients (Droog-Reckers et al., 2013). The age of the beneficiary is an important equity consideration 

that ought to be included in the social valuations of publicly provided healthcare services. Equity is a 

difficult aspect when researching the differences between rare diseases and non-rare diseases. Often, 

characteristics are completely different, especially the age when the disease manifests. In rare diseases, 

most cases happen among (very) young people, and they are mostly genetic. Even though non-rare 

diseases can also be genetic, they could come to light at a later age. Because the goal was to look at the 

influence of rarity, every other aspect had to be the same. 

Another methodological limitation in this study is the option of hypothetical bias. It could be that 

hypothetical situations are valued lower than when there is an actual situation presented (Baker et al., 

2014). Enabling uncertainty, which is often done in an ex-ante perspective, will likely lead to higher 

WTP estimates than taking the ex-post perspective, which was also researched by Dolan et al (2003). 

Nonetheless, in this study the prevalence of the diseases are given to the respondents and respondents 

themselves are not part of the patient population, which would reduce the hypothetical bias in itself. 

Lastly, the used payment scale could also be a limitation. Even though an interval scale was used with 

a realistic range, the scale could still have influenced the decision of the respondent. This could be 

enlarged when people are unsure of their answers, meaning guiding the respondent towards a specific 

direction (Reckers-Droog et al., 2014).  

In societal decision-making, solidarity and altruism play a significant role in determining the WTP 

of health (Olsen et al, 2004; Jacobsson et al, 2005; Smith, 2006). This is also why the theoretical 

framework discusses that possible influence. Since they play a significant role in WTP, it may mean 

that these factors are more important than other factors. However, this is something that could not be 

measured in this study, since there were no questions regarding the survey involving ‘How important 

do you find solidarity?’ etc. So, no weights could be placed on certain aspects.  

Dolan et al. did a review on the perspectives of WTP studies (2003). The use of the societal 

perspective in this thesis could be questioned by some, especially since the use of the socially-inclusive-

individual perspective seems more in tune with the Dutch healthcare system. However, the definition 

of social value of a QALY was here interpreted as the amount of own consumption respondents are 

willing to pay for a health gain in society, by increasing the health care premium. It could be, of course, 

that there are different definitions for a social value (Van de Watering, 2016). Therefore, the need seems 

likely for further research in this area.  

Still, even though the socially inclusive perspective seems more in tune with the Dutch healthcare 

system, the complete social perspective seems the best possible perspective in this study. Self-interest 
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is not applicable, as it is ruled out to get an isolated effect of rarity. There would also be a difference in 

valuation if the perspective was ex-post. People would probably not be willing to pay, or at least less 

than they would now, if the disease was already manifested. Uncertainty could lead to higher valuations, 

so that is something to also have in mind (Okada, 2010). This also leads back to the theoretical 

framework, where risk-aversion is taken into consideration.  

Recommendations for future research  

The goal of this study was to research whether QALYs gained in different rarity categories of 

diseases are valued differently. In this research, 3 scenarios and 2 versions were used. Per scenario, 

which only differed in prevalence, one group of respondents had prevalence and available alternatives; 

the other group only saw prevalence of diseases. Rarity can be measured in other ways, for example 

with certain characteristics of (rare) diseases (life expectancy, age of patients, etc.). In this way, the 

valuation is of different rarity characteristics in the diseases can be measured as well. The same goes 

for ultra-rare diseases, which is a subcategory within rare diseases. What also may be useful for further 

research is if respondents are given more information on the course of disease in general (so that 

discounting can be applicable as well). This way, proportional shortfall weights could be considered.  

This study also only had the transformation of health state I to health state II if patients did not 

receive treatment. In future research and in further stages, it could be of value if there is variation in the 

beginning health states to see if the state that patients start out in also has influence on the respondents’ 

WTP. Subsequently, more common diseases often progress less, so the second health state might be of 

different values as well (Bobinac, 2010). Of course, respondents have a higher risk at getting a non-rare 

disease, so this could also lead to a different perspective in the study design. It could be that, for some 

questions, self-interest might be taken into account leading to a socially-inclusive perspective. 

Also, the use of equal total QALY gains could lead to more proportional outcomes, which is 

often the case in other studies (Bobinac, 2010; Reckers-Droog, 2014; etc.) For that reason, a different 

design might be incorporated in research. Here, the focus was on the differences between rare and non-

rare diseases, but in the future the use of regression analyses could be the focus point and further 

elaborated. In that way, the emphasis is more on what influences these different valuations, which fell 

out of the scope of this study. 

 

What is also not considered in this study is what further policy implications could be when the 

WTP turns out to be not cost-effective. For now, more research needs to be done on the differences in 

valuation of rare diseases and non-rare diseases before something more can be said about future policy. 

Even though research in the Netherlands is focused on aspects beyond the QALY (MCDA), literature 

so far has shown it needs further optimalization (Baran-Kooiker et al.,2018; Lasalvia et al.,2019). Still, 

it is important for future research to be based on these multiple aspects. A dynamic threshold for cost-
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effectiveness might be a step in the right direction, where different QALYs are valued in different ways. 

Therefore, future research should be focused on this area.  

Conclusion  

The main question of this thesis was: “How is the WTP for a healthcare intervention affected by the 

rarity of the disease that is treated?” 

There is a significant difference between the valuation of the mean WTP for rare, common and 

frequent occurring diseases. On average, respondents are willing to pay more premium per month for 

frequent occurring and common diseases than for rare diseases. However, the WTP for rare diseases 

showed a higher mean and the WTP for common and frequent occurring diseases showed a lower mean 

when information on the availability of alternative treatments was presented. This is probably because 

there are hardly any treatments available for rare diseases, while there are treatments available for the 

non-rare diseases. This might implicate that respondents value alternatives higher than effectiveness. 

When the WTP is calculated per QALY, respondents are willing to pay more for rare diseases than for 

common and frequent occurring diseases, where results are robust.  

Respondents indicated they find it important to have information on the prevalence and the 

efficacy of the intervention that is being analyzed. Also, through the explanations of the respondents it 

might be concluded that more factors need to be considered in the survey. As the search towards a more 

optimal valuation of a QALY continues, future research might be of contribution on the different 

weights respondents place on certain aspects of rare diseases with their different characteristics.   
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Appendix I: Questionnaire 
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Appendix II: Questionnaire (Dutch) 
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Appendix III: Regression models per scenario 

In the results section, the main model is presented. Here, the additional different models per scenario 

are placed. 

Rare  

 

DV = logWTP rare 

Model I 

 

Model II 

 

Model III 

 

 Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] 

Female (yes) .0614 .1645 0.709 .0662 .1543 0.669 .1136 .2170 0.602 

Age .0179 .0058 0.002* .0193 .0066 0.004 1.052 .4221 0.014* 

Randstad (yes) .1372 1.467 0.351 .2287 .1784 0.202 .1857 .2291 0.519 

Education (yes) 

High 

 

2.050 

 

1.321 

 

0.123 

 

.1604 

 

.1974 

 

0.418 

 

.2102 

 

.2960 

 

0.479 

Marital status 

(single = ref.) 

- Married 

- Cohabitant 

- Widow 

- Divorced  

 

 

-.342 

-.403 

-.083 

-1.291 

 

 

.2406 

.2250 

.9679 

.5742 

 

 

0.163 

0.075** 

0.675 

0.026* 

 

 

-.2598 

-.4270 

-.0464 

-.7258 

 

 

.2350 

.2104 

.9388 

.4220 

 

 

0.271 

0.044* 

0.961 

0.088** 

 

 

-.7062 

-.4801 

-.7806 

-1.756 

 

 

.4011 

.3358 

1.168 

1.160 

 

 

0.081** 

0.156 

0.506 

0.133 

Bruto household 

income (0-300 = 

ref.) 

3000-5000 

5000-7500 

>7500 

 

.0250 

-.2160 

-.0361 

 

.2239 

.2434 

.2781 

 

0.911 

0.376 

0.897 

    

.2472 

.0917 

.0590 

 

.2884 

.3017 

.3437 

 

0.393 

0.762 

0.864 

Working (yes) .0667 .2208 0.763 0.1000 .1961 0.612 -.2821 .2635 0.287 

Children (yes)       .0706 .3152 0.823 

Household     -.1018 .0711 0.155 -.2015 1.001 0.841 

Chronic sick 

person in 

environment  

   .2129 .1682 0.208 .0473 .2379 0.843 

Cons. .7081 .6290 0.088**   1.055 .4593   0.023* .6163 1.813 0.236 

Adj. R2 

Prob> F 

N 

0.0709 

0.0291* 

143 

  0.0626 

0.0436* 

150 

  0.0593 

0.0716** 

143 
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Common  

 

DV = logWTP 

common 

Model I 

 

Model II 

 

Model III 

 

 Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] 

Female (yes) .1043 .1564 0.506 .0339 .1406 0.810 .2560 .3913 0.154 

Age .0118 .0065 0.070** .0136 .0060 0.025* .5617 .1906 .0812** 

Randstad (yes) .0869 .1702 0.610 .1400 .1626 0.391 .0056 .2015 0.978 

Education (yes) 

High 

 

.3206 

 

.1513 

 

0.036* 

 

.5073 

 

.1798 

 

0.005* 

 

.3034 

 

.2577 

 

0.242 

Marital status 

(single = ref.) 

- Married 

- Cohabitant 

- Widow 

- Divorced  

 

-.1460 

-.2037 

.2553 

-.9216 

 

.2199 

.2057 

.8847 

.5249 

 

0.508 

0.324 

0.773 

0.081** 

 

-.0851 

-.2277 

.4480 

-.5142 

 

.2141 

.1916 

.8553 

.3845 

 

0.691 

0.237 

0.601 

0.183 

 

-.2867 

-.1570 

-.0281 

-2.612 

 

.3538 

.2958 

1.028 

.7528 

 

0.420 

0.597 

0.978 

0.001* 

Bruto house 

income (0-300 = 

ref.) 

3000-5000 

5000-7500 

>7500 

 

.1177 

.0572 

.2147 

 

.2047 

.2225 

.2542 

 

0.566 

0.798 

0.400 

    

.2008 

.2569 

.3960 

 

.2656 

.2794 

.3161 

 

0.451 

0.360 

0.213 

Working (yes) -.2219 .2019 0.274 -.1039 .1786 0.562 -.2456 .2373 0.303 

Children (yes)       .0943 .2843 0.741 

Household    -.0743 .0648 0.253 .0200 .8977 0.982 

Chronic sick 

person in 

environment  

   .1141 .1532 0.458 .1003 .2102 0.634 

Cons. .6674 .5912 0.261 1.199 .4185 0.005* -.9352 1.627 0.567 

Adj. R2 

Prob> F 

N 

0.0472 

0.0972** 

143 

  0.0559 

0.0589** 

150 

  0.0912 

0.0546** 

143 
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Frequent occurring  

 

DV = logWTP 

frequent 

Model I 

 

Model II 

 

Model III 

 

 Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] Coef. Std. 

Error. 

P>[t] 

Female (yes) -.0185 .1782 0.917 -.0604 .1596 0.706 .1460 .2034 0.475 

Age .0030 .0074 0.682 .0049 .0068 0.470 .0036 .4152 0.855 

Randstad (yes) .0169 .1939 0.930 .0392 .1846 0.832 .0111 .2158 0.959 

Education (yes) 

High 

 

.3995 

 

.1725 

 

0.022* 

 

.6124 

 

.2042 

 

0.003 

 

.4203 

 

.2792 

 

0.135 

Marital status (single 

= ref) 

- Married 

- Cohabitant 

- Widow 

- Divorced  

 

-.1577 

-.1511 

.3595 

-.7399 

 

.2506 

.2344 

1.008 

.5982 

 

0.530 

0.520 

0.722 

0.218 

 

-.1797 

-.2161 

.4258 

-.4188 

 

.2431 

.2176 

.9711 

.4365 

 

0.461 

0.322 

0.662 

0.339 

 

-.1770 

-.0190 

.1789 

-1.808 

 

.3821 

.3151 

1.098 

.8054 

 

0.644 

0.952 

0.871 

0.027* 

Bruto house income 

(0-300 = ref.) 

3000-5000 

5000-7500 

>7500 

 

-.0108 

-.0349 

.0949 

 

.2333 

.2535 

.2897 

 

0.963 

0.890 

0.744 

    

.1368 

.2218 

.2605 

 

.2830 

.2980 

.3355 

 

0.630 

0.459 

0.439 

Working (yes) -.3341 .23006 0.149 -.2770 .2028 0.174 .1733 .9554 0.856 

Children (yes)          

Household     -.0494 .0736 0.503 .3127 .1903 0.104 

Chronic sick person 

in environment  

    

-.07434 

 

.1740 

 

0.670 

   

Cons. 1.2423 .6737 0.067** 1.912 .4751 0.000    1.406 1.728 0.418 

Adj. R2 

Prob> F 

N 

0.0211 

0.0827** 

143 

  0.0182 

0.2594 

150 

  0.018 

0.4575 

143 

  

 

  

  


